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Testing hi-fi hardware

Audio, Deu$chlands groesstes
Hin Mageztn, seht den HP 9825A im
Messlabor eln. Dort werden dle
Testgeraete (Plattenspieler,
Verstaerker, Cassettenrecorder und
aehniiche).Gemessen, Messprotokolle
pdruckt und Frequenzgangkwen
geplottet.
%ce the stereo system began
replacing the automobile as a
European status symbol, the
ti&-fidelity (hi-fi)trade journal has
become increasingly Important.Audfo,
the largest German hi-fi magdne, is
4 aware of its responsibility to its

&.

En order to meet our high
demands, we have set up our own
automaled test system for stereo
gqulpment. Now,nothing is left to
thence in our tests of high-quatity hi-0
canponenb.
Desktop computer
In January 1978, we decided that
we needed an automated

measurement system to monitor tests
we were making on hifi equipment. In
particular, we wanted to eliminate any
source of reading errors.
It didn't take long to realize that a
computer was needed, but we wanted
more than that We wanted something
that was easy to progmm and fast,
since our measurements tend to have
a lot of steps. At the same time, we
wanted a computer capable of
controlling a wide range of
measurement equipment Utilized to
its maximum storage capacity and
equipped with all available ROMs, the
9825A represents the heart of the
Audio measurement laboratory. It
controls, among other things, the HP
3582A Spectrum Analyzer, which is
used in virtually all measurements.
Hi-fi products should reproduce
music so that what you hear is as close
to the origlnal sound as possible.
Although this Is no simple task, today's
products have reached a standard of
quality that sometimes pushes test
equipment to the limits of
measurement. For this reason, the test

editors at Audo are constantly looking
for new ideas to keep up with technical
developments.
Test equipment

For example, using the specbum
analyzer together with the HP 339
Distortion Measuring Set, distortion
factors down to 0.000 001%can be
measured. A l-kHz signal is fed to the
unit to be tested (an amplifier or tuner)
wfth an extremely low-distortion sine
wave signal generator.
The output signal is fed to the
dlstortlon measuring set, which filters
out the first harmonic. Remaining
dlstortions are fed to the analyzer
through the monitor jack of the 339.
There, even the 24th hannonlc can be
measured.
Frequency response is also an
important criterion of quality. In
amplifiers it is normally a straight line.
In pi&-ups, tape recorders, cassette
recorders and loudspeakers, a
frequency response curve reveals the
limits of technology.
Audio uses several methods to
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determine frequency response. To test
equalization, amplifiers and tape
recorders are attached to the HP
3325A Function
Generator/Frequency
Synthesizer/Sweeper. It produces
more than 400 successive frequencies
in the range of 10 Hz to 20 kHz.
Next the analyzer gives to the
computer the amplitude values
produced by the test unit. The HP
9872A Four-Color Plotter reproduces
the resulting curve as a diagram which
can be pnnted in the magazine. This
has an immeasureable advantage over
traditional methods: the frequency
response curve can be stored and
reproduced a t any time, even when
the test unit is not on the premises.
Noise
The procedure does not apply for
loudspeaker measurements, since sine
wave signal oscillations at various
frequencies, depending on the
characteristics of the reproduction
room, form standing waves and thus
contaminate the measurements. These
waves can be prevented by a signal
which is usually regarded as
undesirable in hi-fi equipment: noise.
Our deliberate noise is composed
of a wide-band frequency mix in which
individual frequencies occur in a
statistically equal distribution. This mix
is provided by the analyzer and
directed to the loudspeakers through a
measurement amplifier. A highly
sensitive precision microphone picks
up the actual sound and the analyzer
evaluates it.
Wow and flutter
In mechanical instruments such as
turntables or cassette recorders, wow
and flutter play an important role.
They provide information as to how
uniformly the drive motors are running
at their rated speed.
An optical view of the wow and
flutter is obtained when a turntable is
2
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Audio's measurement laboratory is equipped with an array of HP instrumentation.

errors but also a considerable savings
in time. The test editors are developing
new test procedures constantly and
devoting themsetves intensively to
another question: What conclusions
about the sound produced by hi-fi
equipment does this technical data
allow?
Despite this extensive array of
instruments, the "listening test" is still
the most important one. Nonetheless,
the goal which the Audio test division
has set for itself justifies the expense.
That goal is determining a dearly
defined correlation between the
listener's impression and the technical
evaluation. And when this correlation
can be consistently and precisely
reproduced, it will permit an even
more objective evaiuation of hi-fi
systems. Q

attached to the analyzer. A calibration
disc with a 3-kHz sine wave signal
produces a wider or narrower
spectrum on the screen according to
the quality of the unit. At the same
time, the deviation from the ideal
speed is measured.
In order to determine exact values
for wow and flutter, however, Audio
developed a phase-locked loop circuit
which translates fluctuations into
amplitude changes in a d.c. current.
The result is read by the HP 3437A
High-speed DkJtal Voltmeter, which
can take about 5000 measurements
per second. This is sufficient to test
even the most optimistic specifications
from hi-fi equipment manufacturers.
Results
When all measurement values
have been determined, they are
pnnted out by the HP 9871A Printer in
the form of a measurement protocol.
This assures that the measurement
results remain free of reading and
transcription errors. The protocol is
printed in the magazine as part of the
corresponding test report.
These measurements are taken
completely automatically. This is
possible because the measurement
instruments attached to the computer
can be programmed through the
computer. The software is constructed
and continually expanded by Audio
engineers. Thus a comprehensive
program library, stored on six
cassettes, was developed in less than
two years.
Automation of the measurement
set-up means not only a reduction in

I
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Jiirgen Tries, an engineer on the
editoral staff of Audio magazine, is
responsible for Audio's test equipment
handling and software development.
Audio
7000 Stuttgart 1
Pcdtfach 10 42
Stuttgan
West Germany

Earthwork

by John Monahan and Bill Sharp
Hewlett-Packard Company
Desktop Computer Division
The lumbejack handling logs in
some steamy Malayan jungle or the
opemtor hauling ore from a Montana
mine appreciates Robert E. Gilmore's
assetion that, "quality is the
cornerstone of everything we do at
Caterpillar."
Equipment failure in the distant, or
even not-so-distant, places where
Caterpillar's yellow machines dig,
scrape or haul can lead to lost time and
money.
And so the company, which Dun's
Review recently called one of the five
best-managed in the United States,
concentrates on the "development,
adaption, and refinement of new
technology," says Gilmore, who is
president of Caterpillar Tractor
Company.

Improving products
Engineers at Caterpillar's plant in
Decatur, Illinois, U.S.A., are seeking
greater fuel efficiency, enhanced
machine performance, and better
control over exhaust emissions and
noise for the machines they make.
These include several models of motor
graders, wheel tractor-scrapers,
off-highway trucks, and towing
winches.
A tool in this search for improved
technology is a Hewlett-Packard
System 45A Desktop Computer, along
with an HP 9872A Four-Color Plotter
and a Bendix large-format digitizer.
Choosing a system
For many purposes the System 45
has augmented a time-shared terminal
interfaced to a CDC Cyber 173
computer located miles from the
Decatur plant. The committee of

Caterpillar engineers who selected the
desktop computer wanted a system
that did not require punch cards or
paperwork.
The committe also sought a system
more powerful than a calculator but
smaller than a minicomputer.
The System 45, according to
computer engineer Terry Maurizio,
provided interactive programming,
graphics, hard-copy capability and
permanent storage of data and
programs.
Maurizio, who keeps a logbook of
the System 4 5 usage, says the
computer is operated more than eight
hours per day - often after regular
hours - by some 35 users.
Friendliness
In order to help introduce people
to the System 45, a large libmy of
progmms is maintained. Maurizio has
devised routines that describe different
Keyboard MayJun/80

Computing nine positions took half a day
using a handheld calculator. NOW,181 positions are computed in 10 minutes.

programs available to the user, who
can choose the desired program by
pressing the Speclal Function Key that
loads the selected program. Each of
these programs contains prompts.
which are interactive cues that lead the
user through the program.
As Caterpillar engineers strive to
improve their products, they have
switched to the desktop computer
many of the smaller jobs once done
using the terminal, especially those
performed frequently.
Deslgnlng
Gail Westendorf has used the
desktop computer to help design new
steering parts and the geometry of a
hitch casting that connects the halves
of an articulated smper. Computing
nine positions on a particular assembIy
took Mm half a day using a handheld
calculatar.
N m , 181positions are computed
in ten rrJnutes. Westendorf, a
mechrdd engineer, wrote the hitch
geometry program.

M n g
Jack Stone, who is a drafting
technician, had never used a computer
prior to the System 45, he says. To
compute, for instance, the center of
gravity, section modulus and weight

Drafting technldan Jack Stone d g i w data
points into the System 45 from scale drawings.

4
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Inspection analyst Donald E. Runyon (left),and quality control analyst .-..or Oaldq .,
k v d tesb on a Motor Grader. Test comparisons between machines help Idedy defeds.

of a flat, irregularly shaped part once
took a n hour and a half using a
handheld calculator, and an hour with
the terminal. Now, Stone says, by
using the digitizer to describe the part,
he can have his answers in a matter of
minutes.

Reliabllfb.
In performing failure studies for
parts such as bearings, project
engineer Jesse Matheny develops
plots on the System 45 and the 9872
Plotter to help management determine
warmnties and product obsolescence.
The desktop computer has
enabled him to tailor a program to his
needs, since the "populations" he
studies continually change. Thus, he

can easily alter his Statistics program as
demanded by his changing subject
matter.

Acousdcs

Englnssring iechnician Carl
Higar's j& ls to emre that
s o u n d ~ u p machines
p ~
leaving
the Decatur plant operate below a
specified noise level. He uses a Bmel
and Kjaer sound analysis system,
including a 2218 sound meter, 2306
graphic level recorder and a 1621
tunable filter.
If a machine exceeds the noise
limit, Higar records its sounds, and
enters a digitized strip chart of the
sound levels into the System 45, which
in turn produces breakdowns of the

Life test data about oil seals is presented in this plot. Project engineer Jesse Matheny uses the plots to display statistical data.

Y

total sound into various frequency
mnges. By comparing breakdowns for
noisy machines against those of
quieter machines, Higar can determine
what parts are causing the problems.
A noisy machine, he says, "once
cost a week in test and analysis time;
by using the System 45 to analyze the
test data, we have reduced this time
to about 2 days." In the future, Higar
hopes to complete all testing within a
day, by running acoustic test data
directly into the desktop computer.
Finance

Unlike the engineers above,
Dennis Kelly, supervisor of budgets

and special projects. has used the
Sytem 45 only to prepare chart
presentations and statistical analyses.
He has been working on a file that
contains historical data which will
enable him to perform regression
analysis and gmphically display trends.
He also uses the computer to reduce
clerical time when preparing budgeting
worksheets. He wrote the worksheet
and chart progmms himself.
From Asia to Africa, America to
Europe, CaterpilIar machines are
helping to d o the world's work. But a
machine, like any tool, is onIy as good
as the people who designed it and the
peopIe who use it.

The men and women who move
the earth can thank the men and
women of Caterpillar's Decatur plant
for the quality built into their
machines.
Caterpillar Tractor Company
N. 27th and Pershing Road
Decatur, Illinois 62525
USA.
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Leibson on I/O part IX

Character codes

by Steve LRfbson
Hewlett-Packard Company
Deskbp Computer Division
Language is quite possibly the
most powerful component of
civihzation. Humans could not
purposefully organize without shared
language. Furthermore,the roots of all
major human languages are verbal
rather than vlsual.
Speech, our verbal use of
language, would not be possible
without the evolutionary heritage
humans ham that has produced our
mawelmsly complex 4 tract,with
lip,teeth, tongue, larynx and other
organs we need to produce sound
which others may understand. But the
hardware of speech is not suffldent for
shared undsrstadng -a common
language is also required.
Computer's alphabet
This series has been discussing the
hardware componenls with whlch

computers are built, allowing them to
cornmurkate with other machines. It
is now time to discuss the languages
computers use to communicate with
other machines, tather than the
equipment they use to do i t
Wanted: standard code

As covered previously, dgitai
computers use a binary language for
their internal communication. There
are several methds for representing
data internally in a computer,
however, and it would be
advantageous If there were some
standard language that computers
could we for communicatingwith
other equipment.
In addition, R is irnpotlant that such
a language be compatible with human
communications, since some of the
devices that the computer will be
communIcatlng with are intended to
interact with people. Printers and CRT
terminals are examples of this type of
equipment.

)Ifstory of codes

The problem of creating a code, or
computer language, that cmesponds
to an alphabet existed prior to the
advent of computers. Even before
electricity was hamessed for
communications, man-madedevices
such as iler$s and semaphores were
used to send messages.
Samuel M o w perfected the first
code for e l M c data h n s n b l o n , the
Morse code. This set of dots and
dashes fs capable of represenling the
English alphabet and Amblc numerals
so that intelhible messages may be
interchanged between remote stations.
M y fn this century, interest
developed in replacing human
telegraph operatots with machines.
Morse code was too dlfacult to
mechanically decode, due to it's
vadable length per character,
But the ldea of a standardized code
was retained. The dots and dashes
evolved Into the concept of bib. Each
bit could elther be a "1" or "O",

represented by either the
absence of an electrical s i w ,
The first code to use bk6Pb
machine communications usrd W
bits to encode the alphabet. h d d t s
allowed 32 characters to ba
represented. Since the Enalphabet has 26 characters, &&
least ten numerals also ne&@ br
represented, it seemeditha
would be a problem. There were not
enough codes to go around.

M naturally to the first I/O
. -.
prwms.
'jWmpatibility
A flaw

€$batter ad&hatwlied on shift
c h W d k s for pmp~$-tion
were
troublesome,
@M
-retation
ad &e kqaming codes
d h d on the pre&ue&$oy of the
message. Unlerr UbMWving device
knew wtkhcharacter set to use, there
was&
c h c e of erroneous
debits were not enough.
.&6 . W . m
all the
lw-?i&fiich
did not
.*a
-ns
for
una-us
decoding, was needed. In
a d d i m , some sort of expandability
was W e d a p t another dead
end system.

w,

Shift codes
The problem was solved by having
two special codes that did not
represent characters. I
codes were shift codes. h e code,
called Letters, caused d fdlowi
codes to be interpretedasbtters%e
alphabet. The other c & , calle$
Figures, caused all following c*@
be interpreted as numerals and
. . . .. ..
By the a h $ j e e d for this new
punctuation marks.
Such special codes were c a w
code was felt, and the technology
shift codes because they shiftedr
which could handle more complex
between different character s e k ~ e codes became feasible. many
were two five-bit codes that were in
manufacturers were involved in
wide use, called Baudot and Murray.
constructing electronic equipment
which might also
These codes were v e y similar in
. use. the code.
Whenever the -:arose
for such
concept, but varied in some
standardization, there were two
assignments of codes to characters.
methods of satisfying it.
The existence of two competing codes
..b:..:

A single manufacturer could simply
go out and invent a solution and
expect the rest of the indusiry to
follow. This was the route taken by
IBM, which invented the EBCDIC
(Extended Binary Coded Decimal
Interchange Code) chamcter code.
EBCDIC is an eight-bit code allowing
256 characters to be represented.
Since there aren't that many printable
characters, there are some unused
codes in EBCDIC.
The other method for obtaining a
standard was through compromise in a
committee. Other manufacturers did
meet in order to develop a national
standard called ASCII (American
Standard Code for Information
Interchange).
ASCII is a seven-bit code allowing
128 characters to be represented. This
indudes the alphabet, both upper and
lower case, the numerals 0 through 9
and punctuation marks such as the
period and the question mark.
In addition, several codes exist to
control the operation of the device
receiving the message. Codes
representing Camage Return and Line
Feed ar2 evident to anyone who uses
a typewriter. Other control codes
Keyboard MayJun/BO
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Just as differences in language can create communication problems for h umans,
character code incompatibility can render an otherwise operable interface useless.

include Form Feed, Bell and
Horizontal and Vertical Tabs. These
codes are clearly for control of various
printing devices, although
manufdcturers of some products have
used these codes for other machine
dependent actions.
Finally, there are codes used to
control how the receiving device will
interpret subsequent data. There are
two shift characters, called Shift In and
Shift Out, used to switch between
character sets (Englishletters aren't the
only kind, you know). There are also
control codes that delimit text STX
(Start of Text) and ETX (End of Text).
ASCII has been a very successful
character code. Thousands of
instruments and computer-related
products use this code for I/O. Even
IBM now offers equipment that uses
ASCII. Several interfaces have been
covered in this series, and all except
the BCD interface may be used to
transmit and receive ASCII code.
Planning the escape
The planners of ASCII tried to
foresee as many different applications
as possible. That is the reason for
including the various control codes.
They recognized that technology's
advance could not be totally predicted
and therefore gave themselves an
escape clause.
One of the ASCII characters is
called the "escape" character. This
character designates that the
characters following have a special
meaning.
The intent in creating the escape
sequence was to extend the range of
the character set by selecting from a
range of available sets. Graphics,
nationalized character sets, and special
application sets have been developed
for selection with certain escape
sequences. Escape character
sequences allow for a much richer
variety of characters than the simple
shift idshift out scheme of the five-bit
codes.
Keyboard MayJud80

The now common CRT terminal
has provided the escape sequence its
widest application, however. The
inclusion of microprocessors in
terminal design has greatly augmented
CRT capabilities. The serial
communications link to these terminals
has not been changed in years. One
data channel to the host computer is
all that is available.
Ordinarily, any characters that are
received via this channel are printed
on the terminal screen. But capability
for character and line deletion, display
enhancements such as inverse video
and underlining, and even control of
tape drives in the terminal does not
exist in the ASCII standard. The
escape sequence allows for these new
capabilities.
Creativity
Manufacturers of CRT terminals
are now adding increased
performance to their products via
escape sequences. Unfortunately.
since the actual effect of these
sequences is not covered in the ASCII
standard, the terminal designers have
felt free to create their own standards.
For example, one major feature
now found on most CRT terminals is
cursor positioning. The ability to place
a cursor anywhere on the screen
directly is important for many types of
form-filing applications. There are
about as many escape sequences for
performing this task as there are CRT
terminal manufacturers.
They all work similarly. The host
computer sends the terminal an
escape character. This is followed by a
second character indicating that the
escape sequence is for cursor
positioning. Two more characters
follow, giving the X and Y positions for
the cursor. UsuaIly the sequence is
self-terminating, meaning that four
characters including the escape are all
that the computer need send.
After receipt of the fourth
character, the terminal performs the

action requested and prints any further
characters received. Note that the
ASCII characters in the escape code
sequence are not interpreted as
printing characters, but as control
characters. The escape character has
the effect of temporarily converting all
ASCII characters to control.
Code conversion
The majority of computer
equipment uses ASCII character
representation today. Unfortunately,
some of the older equipment still in
use may not.
Interfacing to these devices
requires that the ASCII characters the
computer would like to send must be
converted to the characters that the
peripheral would like to receive. Here
we are assuming the hardware
interfacing requirements have already
been met.
In addition, some modem
peripherals may have odd
requirements that can be met only
through code conversion. An example
is a printer that automatically inserts
line feeds whenever it receives a
camage return. Unless the application
calls for double spacing, the printout
won't be as desired, since many
computers send both carriage return
and line feed to denote the end of a
line of text.
One solution to this problem is to
have the computer convert all line
feeds to non-printing characters, such
as "nulls." Most peripheral devices
ignore the null character, which is the
ASCII zero.
Character codes are yet another
source of incompatibility in the world
of I/O. Just as differences in language
can create communication problems in
humans, character code
incompatibiity can render an
otherwise operable interface useless.
Fortunately, if the computer has a
language that is rich in I/O capability,
even this language barrier can be
overcome. [3

Desktop computer applications at HP

Accounting for costs
by Bill Sharp
Keyboard editor
Marilyn Nierman of the Cost
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work force. 'Zheg m.whm of&,
and borrow ~ r e , t w n @ m
fnrm the
division's "loan pool" wkm the work
load is especially heavy.
Variancing, costing ami W n g
This does not mean h i t d
accounting work is done w d&bp
computers. The depart-t
kar lb
own HP 3000, p r o g r a d k h d l e
the majority of a c c o u n w -5.
Cost accounting efforts hY *dy
into three areas:
6ro
Variancing, a coined
calculated deviation qb
production cDsts f r ~ m
a p c & d [or
standard) casg
ir.b
value i n v e n w at a mplbd
standard.
Costing, the
dddmddng
a produb,
the cost of pad
based on l a b
requirements and yields, where
applicable. This data is instrumental
in product pricing and variancing.
Targeting, the proaa by which
managers m i n e what their
financial needs will be, based on
sales projections, cost trends and
department objectives. This data is
used for monthly department
comparisons to actual expenditures.
A yield is the success rate of a
process, particularly when the process
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Chh HmW runs the IC costing
w U w h 45.

(kpaubdpf
m a &

hrr)a significant level of mortality due
b16 complex nature. For example, a
maonable yield for IC chip
p#luction might be about 12%;that
8 12 of every 100 produced
performing according to specifications.
Many of the tasks in variancing and
costing c a t e g o h w performed using
the HP 3000 cmpuler, which is
designed to workwlth the huge data
base required. '8ulmisting HP 3000
programs do not aemmodate the
essential to
yields figures that
variancing and
at HP divisions
manufacturing CA
Because of We, DCD accounting
personnel havewdlian and enhanced
variancing and costing programs.
These were originally written on the
9100. As the programming
complexities grew, the 9830 was used.
"Programming experience was not
a prerequisite for me to learn how to
program the 9830," says Marilyn. "I
began by reading the manuals and
then just sat down and punched in
programs until I got what I wanted.
"In most areas of our work, it's
much quicker to write a program to do
a new job on one of our desktop
computers than to tly to create the
same capability in the big mainframe."
"And, when compared with our
old manual methods using working
papers for variancing and costing, the
9830 greatly increases the volume of
work that can be done in a given
period. It takes out the human errors in

calculations, and makes it easier to
control the quality of information
input."
Costing
Bob Morse, like Marilyn a cost
accountant, has just transferred the
costing program from the 9830 to the
System 45.
"With the detailed printouts we get
using this program, a manager can see
present performance in one column,
and his target performance right next
to it," says Bob. "A manager can
easily spot problems if they exist, and
has the information here to determine
just why there is disagreement
between his performance and the
established standard for the process."
Targeting
When the targeting period rolls
around in late summer, the System 45
and a program written by Marilyn can
be used by each manager to take
some of the sting out of this task. The
program prompts the manager for the
different areas of expenses that must
be taken into account. The manager
supplies the necessaly data.
This information, stored on a data
cartridge, is returned to the Cost
Accounting Department, where similar
inputs from all the managers are
tmnsferred to the 3000, which
produces a division targeting report.
"It used to be that you filled in a
big matrix with amounts that were
tediously computed by hand, and then
you manually summed monthly
columns and categoly rows," says
Marilyn. Her System 45 program now
takes a lot of the headaches out of the
process for managers, and makes data
transfer to the 3000 all but error-proof.
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New products

Hardware and software
for desktop users
Data rnmm~mications

rn

software, the primary data base
manipulation tool. By typing in English
language-like commands and
responding to Query/45 prompts, a
user can read, enter, delete or modify
data without wrltlng apphcatan
programs.
Included in this package is a Data
Base Design Kit that taks a user,
step-by-step, from the definition of a
data management problem to a
workable solution.

9030 measurement and
control system

Assembly language
Scientists and engineers often
need files from the data base of a large
computer copied down to a computer
sitting on their desk. The new
Hewlett-Packard Data
Communications packages enable
System 35 or System 4 5 Desktop
Computers to provide stand-alone
computer power, or become terminals
capable of communicating directly
with a large mainframe. The Data
Communication packages are
designed specifically for flexibility and
ease-of-use in both synchronous and
asynchronous modes.
Asynchronous transmission sends
data, one character at a time, to the
host computer. with the user
interacting. The synchronous mode
transmits data characters in a
continous stream, allowing unattended
data analysis.

Data base management
Efficient assembly of technical data
for easy and speedy access is another
common need of scientists and
engineers. By using a data base, a user
can group logically related files
containing the necessary data to satisfy
his needs.
Hewlett-Packard's new System 4 5
Data Base Management pack, called
IMAGE/45, includes Query/45
Keyboard May-Jun/80

High-level language such as HP
Enhanced BASIC satisfies most users'
needs. But for specialized I/O routines
or tasks involving several
computations, a low-level language
with BASIC intermixed provides a fast
alternative.
Hewlett-Packard's new Assembly
Language ROM is designed to
enhance the System 3 5 and 4 5
Desktop Computers by increasing
speed in time-critical portions of
BASIC programs. The programmer
has complete control over the System
35 and 45 central processing units
through the use of machine
instructions and extensions to the
BASIC Language. Specialized
subroutines written in Assembly can
be called from a BASIC program.
The biggest feature of the System
35/45 Assembly Language capability
is speed. The relocating assembler
generates machine code at the rate of
400 to 800 statements per second.
This speed is possible because the
assembly process is integrated and the
source statements are syntaxed as they
are entered.
For more information about HP's
Data Comm, Data Base Management
or Assembly ROM packages, contact
your local HP sales and service office
or write to Keyboard, 3404 East
Harmony Road, Fort Collins.
Colorado 80525, U.S.A.

Product development engineers
often run up against a
mechanical/electronics interfacing
headache. There can be compatibility
problems when these two types of
equipment are interfaced in the final
product.
One way to apprmoh this is to use
a system, in operating the mechanical
parts under development, that is
designed to simulate different
controller or microprocessor boards.
With such equipment, you can
simulate control for a mechanical
system under development, be it a
washing machine or an automated
manufacturing process. And, you can
simulate different electronic
configurations to suit changing product
designs.
Hewlett-Packard now offers the
9030 Measurement and Control
System, which is designed to do meet
these needs. It combines products
from two HP divisions, and offers:
0 A wide selection of components to
tailor the svstem to s~ecificneeds.
A system completely pre-assembled
and tested before shipment.
Portability, to get the system to
where the work is located.
Plug connectors to allow you to
easily connect and disconnect a
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particular set of equipment and
move to another site to connect
another set of equipment.
Software that tests for correct
operation of all system components.
Software that provides an exerciser
system to make it possible for you to
make the system start working right
away.
The 9030 consists of a desktop
computer (System 35A, System 45B
in "T" configuration or 9825S), an
instrumentation cabinet gq#1R$lingan
extended-performance
of the
HP 2240A Measurement and Control
Processor, room for up @.&&a@ of
measurement and c o n t r ~ , & @ i a q i c s

independent of the desktop computer.
So, while the subsystem does work
previously specified, the desktop
computer can be used for data
reduction, computation or control
functions, including communication
with external peripherals. The desktop
computer and 2240 are connected by
an HP-IB interface.
The delivered system includes the
2240A Measurement and Control
Processor and Signal Conaoning
Cards mounted in the cabinet, the
desktop computer of your choice, I/O
ROM, HP-1B cable, manual and the
system exerciser software.
For more information on the 9030
Measurement and Control System,
contact your local HP sales and service
office or write to Keyboard, 3404 East
Harmony Road, Fort Collins,
Colorado 80525. U.S.A.

Microprocessor
development software

The discovery and development of
the microprocessor has opened up
seemingly limitless possibilities for
industry and consumers alike. And yet,
for all its unquestionable value, the
microprocessor is not without
problems.
While operation of the
microprocessor is fairly
straightforward, programming it to do
what you wad is relatively
complicated. To simplify the task of
programming microprocessors,
Hewlett-Packard offers the
Microprocessor Development
Software Pack.

Use System 35A or 45B
This is not a microprocessor
development system, but a software
pack that has been designed to run on
either the System 35A or 45B Desktop
Compu ters. This makes it possible for
the desktop computer user to program
microprocessors through the friendly,
easy-to-use features of the desktop
computer.

printer select code, paper width and
source code storage unit.
EDlTOR, which enables the user to
write, modify or correct the source
code in the language of the chosen
microprocessor. The module also
includes a syntax check at the time
of input, automatic numbering of
lines and FINDKHANGE
statements to permit automatic
modification of specified characters
or strings in code.
ASSEMBLER, which translates the
user-written source code into an
absolute machine language object
code.
CONSOLE, which conducts all
debugging within a microprocessor
system which is supplied by the
user. The physical connection can
be an HP RS-232-C Interface.
Communication between the
desktop computer and the
microprocessor system is handled
by the CONSOLE module.
For the System 35A, cartridge
0983512530 is the Motorola 6800
version; 09835-12540 is the Intel
80/85 version; and 09835-12550 is
the Zilog 280 version. All three 35A
cartridges are included in
09835-12560.
With the System 45B,
09845-12530 is the Motorola 6800
version; 09845-12540 is the Intel
version; 09845-12550is the Zilog 280
version. All three 45B tape cartridges
are included in 09845-12560.
For more information on HP's
Microprocessor Development
Software pack, contact your local HP
sales and service office or write to
Keyboard, 3404 East Harmony Road,
Fort Collins, Colorado 80525, USA.
Q

Four modules
The software pack includes four
modules:
INlTIALIZE, a routine that helps the
user specify parameters such as
Keyboard MayJud80

Tricks with 9825A/S
string buffers
When there is a need for an I/O
buffer. you may choose to allocate it as
a string to maximize I/O speed.
Unprocessed data in the I/O buffer
can be stored as a string on a tape
cartridge or disc without first
converting data to the 9825's intemal
format. Later, when there is time to
process the data, the string can be
loaded back into the string buffer area
to be accessed with read or read
binary statements or string statements.
A problem will arise when the data
is stored on a floppy disc. You will find
that when reloading the data into the
string the buffer pointers are lost,
which makes it impossible to read data
from the buffer using read or read
binary (i.e., red and rdb) statements.
The technique that follows can be
used to save buffers without losing
pointers. It also can be used to write a
single buffer to several peripherals.
Restore the pointers
To restore the buffer pointers, you
must first store the status (length) of
the buffer with the string. Then, when
the data is to be retrieved, load the
string and the buffer status from the
disc. The buffer pointers can be
restored by writing the string to buffer
using the wtb statement.
Here is example code to save the
buffer:
Dimension a string 16 characters
longer than the needed buffer.

buf

"Buffer"!A$51,

Allocate a buffer of any type.
t- ,-j
5 1: " E: 1-4 f e t- :' :I +
Save the number of characters in the
buffer.
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Write the string data and buffer to disc.
using either random or serial print.
Here is example code to retrieve
the data and restore the buffer:
!ji (I., E: $ [ :36,
-1
Dimension a string 16 characters
longer than the buffer.

5.

E. 12. i j

F 7 8$ 7 L

Recall data from disc using either
random or serial reads.
"

g ~1 '' I E: $ C i 7 L 1
This statement will reset the buffer
pointer for any length buffer.
I .

I

NOTE that if you can guarantee
your buffer will be completely full,
then you d o not need to store the
status of the buffer on disc, and the
buffer pointers can be restored with
the following line of code:
I,)

?: b

''

1.1 5. I,,!

" .r

E: $

Another method to retrieve
numeric data from the string is to use
the string value and numeric functions.
This technique is slow because it
uses HPL rather than the I/O ROM
assembly-level intemal formatter to
convert the string data to internal
numeric form. It also can involve some
very complex programming
technique., depending on the format
of the string data.
The first technique, restoring the
buffer pointers, is a faster and cleaner
way to retrieve the data.
Background
The intemal representation of a
simple string consists of two parts the data area and a four-word string

pointer area (see Figure 1).When the
string is defined as a buffer, several
things occur.
First, 16 bytes (8words), are taken
from the end of the string data area
and used for buffer pointers. Second,
the string pointer DLEN is shortened
by 16 characters. Third, the string is
filled with blank characters, an action
which also sets the current length to
the defined length, that is
DLEN =CLEN (see Figure 2).
When the string buffer is saved on
the 9825 internal data cartridge, the
record file statement (rcf) uses the
string pointer, SIZE to determine how
many words should be written to the
tape. Since SIZE points to the end of
the buffer pointer area, the buffer
pointers are also saved on the tape
and retrieved when the string is
reloaded.
However, the reason that the
buffer pointers are not stored on disc
is that the disc print commands (sprt
and rprt) use the string pointer DLEN
to determine how many words should
be written to the disc. Since DLEN
only points to the end of the string data
area, the buffer pointers are never
recorded.
Writing one buffer
to several peripherals
Recall that transferring data from a
buffer to a device will clear the buffer;
that is rds ("Buffer") =O. This is
because the buffer pointers have been
reset, not because the data is erased.
By writing the string back to the buffer,
the buffer pointers can be restored.
Again, wtb "New", B$ can only be
used if the buffer is completely filled.
Example programs
For the following programs, a
separate program partially filled a
string buffer with 1000 values of
format XXXX. Each value was
separated by a comma (,) and the

values were terminated with a CR LF.
Here are sample programs that will
recover data with either string
commands or with buffer techniques.
Recover data with string
commands:

1:

d i ~ q86t128163
B CIBBQI
2: bwf "Mew"rBlr
I
3:
4: "read t h e ":
51 " t h e s t r i n s " :
6 : " 9 ron disc " :
7:
8: s r m d 1 r B B f L
93
I@: "88835
11: " r e a l sirnew:
121 "clack
13: "cgmmands " :
r

11

I*

.

.

49.00 msect
Recover data with buffer
techniques:

33:

14:

15: w r t 9 9 " U 2 H J
U2l:/U2G/UZH+'
U 2 V W ; r e d 9rC
16: u r t 9r " U Z U

1: dim 81Ci28161
r 0 Ll
2: but " W & w " t O l s

UPG"
17:

181 " 1 0 ~P O~ " :
19: ' ' r e ~ ~ v e r" :

..

.

2%: "1980
..?I: "vulues
22: " o f #armnt':
1'

I*

n .

73
8:

st-ead

lgBB$L

9r
16: "98635
2
11: " r e a l time":
12: ' C Z D G ~
$3: Y ~ ~ ~ h ":
n n d ~
14:
15: w r t $ 1 "U2Hj
buffer loop time: 3632.00 msec$
14

26: I ~ f i + l + J
27: ual l E $ L J g J +
11 I+E$Ef:+13
28: next I
29:
:
30: " 9 8 0 3 3
31: " r e a l time"$
cj

32: " c l o r k
:
33: " c m m a n d s " :

-34:
3 5 : wet 93 " U2HP
U 2 Y " i red 9 s V
36:

lr

1
31
4: " r e d t h e " 3
5: "the srrins":
6 : "from d i s c ":

"

"

":
34: " 9 3 0 3 5
35: ' r e a l t i m e " :
363 W O G ~
2

.

I

U2CAI2G~U2Hf

U2Y" j red 99 C

t6:

wrt 99 " U 2 C y

u2cn
17':

18: " r c s t n v a
19: " t h e
20: " b u f f e r

":
"i

":

21: " ~ o i n t e r s":

2-20
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+Times for programs without
comment or blank lines.
$.Requires approximately 1 msec.
by Sue Bodoh,
Sales Development Engineer,
Hewlett-Packard Company,
Desktop Computer Division Q
Keyboard May-Jun/80
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